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Colossians & Philemon - N. T. Wright 2011-09-12
With a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart, Tom Wright walks you
through Colossians and Philemon in this guide designed especially with
everyday readers in mind. Perfect for group use or daily personal
reflection, this study uses the popular inductive method combined with
Wright's thoughtful insights to bring contemporary application of
Scripture to life.
Luke for Everyone - N. T. Wright 2004-01-01
Enlarged print edition now available! Tom Wright's guide to Luke, which
includes a wealth of information and background detail, provides real
insights for our understanding of the story of Jesus and its implications
for the reader. His clear style is accessible for new readers of the Bible,
as well as to those who are further on. His exciting new translation of the
biblical text brings to life, passage by passage, the immediacy and drama
of Luke's Gospel. Tom Wright has undertaken a tremendous task: to
provide guides to all the books of the New Testament, and to include in
them his own translation of the entire text. Each short passage is
followed by a highly readable discussion with background information,
useful explanations and suggestions, and thoughts as to how the text can
be relevant to our lives today. A glossary is included at the back of the
book. The series is suitable for group study, personal study, or daily
devotions.
Revelation for Everyone - N. T. Wright 2011-01-01
N. T. Wright has undertaken a tremendous task: to provide guides to all
the books of the New Testament, and to include in them his own
translation of the entire text. Each short passage is followed by a highly
readable discussion, with background information, useful explanations
and suggestions, and thoughts as to how the text can be relevant to our
lives today. A glossary is included at the back of the book. The series is
suitable for group study, personal study, or daily devotions.
Advent for Everyone: Luke - N. T. Wright 2018-10-30
Advent for Everyone: Luke provides readers with an inspirational guide
through the Advent season, from the first Sunday in Advent through the
Saturday after the Fourth Sunday in Advent. Popular biblical scholar and
author N. T. Wright provides his own Scripture translation and brief
reflection, exploring the Gospel themes of faith, repentance, justice, and
celebration. Wright's engaging reflections take you on a journey of
spiritual enlightenment, guiding you toward the wonder and joy of
Christmas. This book is suitable for both individual and group study and
reflection.
James - N. T. Wright 2012-05-16
With a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart, N. T. Wright guides you
through James to help you understand what it means to have the kind of
faith that translates belief into action. That kind of faith, he explains, is
the faith that matters, the faith that justifies, the faith that saves.
Includes nine sessions for group or personal study.
Advent for Everyone: Matthew - N.T. Wright 2019-08-27
Advent for Everyone: Matthew provides readers with an inspirational
guide through the Advent season, from the First Sunday of Advent
through the Saturday after the Fourth Sunday of Advent. Popular biblical
scholar and author N. T. Wright provides his own Scripture translation
and brief reflection to guide readers through the season toward the
wonder and joy of Christmas. This book is suitable for both individual
and group study and reflection.
Simply Good News - Tom Wright 2015-03-19
The Gospel means good news, but what makes it news? If the message
has been around for 2,000 years, what could possibly be newsworthy
about it? And what makes it good? Surely not the stories we hear of
damnation, violence, and an angry God. Tom Wright believes many
Christians have lost sight of what the ‘good news’ of the gospel really is.
In Simply Good News, he shows how a first-century audience would have
received the gospel message, what the ‘good news’ means for us today
and how it can transform our lives.

Philippians - Tom Wright 2010-02-01
The guides in this series by Tom Wright can be used on their own or
alongside his New Testament for Everyone commentaries. They are
designed to help you understand the Bible in fresh ways under the
guidance of one of the world's leading New Testament scholars.
Acts for Everyone - Nicholas Thomas Wright 2008
Commentary on the book of Acts in the time of the Apostles. Mostly
stories and letters about Jesus, and about events and problems for the
fledgling church as it spread the good news.
Matthew - N. T. Wright 2011-08-29
With a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart, Tom Wright walks you
through Matthew in this guide designed especially with everyday readers
in mind. Perfect for group use or daily personal reflection, this study
uses the popular inductive method combined with Wright's thoughtful
insights to bring contemporary application of Scripture to life.
The Lord and His Prayer - N. T. Wright 2014-09-05
"This book began life as a series of sermons preached in Lichfield
Cathedral in Advent 1995"--Prologue.
Luke for Everyone: Bible Study Guide - Tom Wright 2011-07-22
Who was Luke? Was he one of Paul's companions? Was he a doctor? We
do know that he was educated and cultured, writing for people far away
from where Jesus lived. In his Gospel, we find the foundation of our
Christmas stories and the best-loved parables, those of the Prodigal Son
and the Good Samaritan. We see Jesus' concern for the poor and the
marginalized, especially women and children. And it's Luke who tells us
of the repentant thief on the cross and of the risen Jesus accompanying
the people on the road to Emmaus. In these twenty-six studies, we
discover Luke's aim -- to present the good news of Jesus as clearly and
unambiguously as he can.
1 & 2 Timothy and Titus - N. T. Wright 2011-10-12
When you need to know how to do something, a manual is the best place
to start. 1 & 2 Timothy and Titus might be called "the Teacher's Manual,"
because so much of what they contain is about the kind of teaching that
Christian leaders should--and shouldn't--be giving. Just as Timothy and
Titus needed help to lead their young churches well in the midst of
powerful cultural forces, we need guidance for correct leading and living
in our own context. These studies on Paul's letters point us in the right
direction. This guide by Tom Wright can be used on its own or alongside
his New Testament for Everyone commentary on 1 & 2 Timothy and
Titus. It is designed to help you understand Scripture in fresh ways
under the guidance of one of the world's leading New Testament
scholars. Thoughtful questions, prayer suggestions, and useful
background and cultural information all guide you or a group more
deeply into God's Word. Discover how you can participate more fully in
God's kingdom.
Luke for Everyone-Enlarged Print Edition - N. T. Wright 2015-05-13
Enlarged print edition now available! Tom Wright's guide to Luke, which
includes a wealth of information and background detail, provides real
insights for our understanding of the story of Jesus and its implications
for the reader. His clear style is accessible for new readers of the Bible,
as well as to those who are further on. His exciting new translation of the
biblical text brings to life, passage by passage, the immediacy and drama
of Luke's Gospel. Tom Wright has undertaken a tremendous task: to
provide guides to all the books of the New Testament, and to include in
them his own translation of the entire text. Each short passage is
followed by a highly readable discussion with background information,
useful explanations and suggestions, and thoughts as to how the text can
be relevant to our lives today. A glossary is included at the back of the
book. The series is suitable for group study, personal study, or daily
devotions.
Lent for Everyone - N. T. Wright 2012-01-01
From one of the world's leading scholars and Christian writers, stirring
reflections for Lent.
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John for Everyone, Part 1 - N. T. Wright 2004-01-01
Enlarged print edition now available! Making use of his scholar's
understanding, yet writing in an approachable and anecdotal style, Tom
Wright manages to unravel the great complexity of the extraordinary
Gospel of John. He describes it as "one of the great books in the
literature of the world; and part of its greatness is the way it reveals its
secrets not just to a high-flown leaning but to those who come to it with
humility and hope." Wright's stimulating comments are combined with
his own fresh and inviting translation of the Bible text. Tom Wright has
undertaken a tremendous task: to provide guides to all the books of the
New Testament, and to include in them his own translation of the entire
text. Each short passage is followed by a highly readable discussion with
background information, useful explanations and suggestions, and
thoughts as to how the text can be relevant to our lives today. A glossary
is included at the back of the book. The series is suitable for group study,
personal study, or daily devotions.
Ephesians - N. T. Wright 2011-08-30
With a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart, Tom Wright walks you
through Ephesians in this guide designed especially with everyday
readers in mind. Perfect for group use or daily personal reflection, this
study uses the popular inductive method combined with Wright's
thoughtful insights to bring contemporary application of Scripture to life.
Hebrews for Everyone - N. T. Wright 2004-01-01
Enlarged print edition now available! Writing in an approachable and
anecdotal style, Tom Wright helps us to find our way around the letter to
the Hebrews, one of the most challenging writings in the New
Testament. He acknowledges that people often find it difficult, because
some of the ideas it contains are strange to us. Yet, like meeting a new
friend, Wright helps us to find Hebrews full of interest and delight, with
a powerful message that comes home to the church of today and
tomorrow just as much as it did to the church of yesterday. Tom Wright
has undertaken a tremendous task: to provide guides to all the books of
the New Testament, and to include in them his own translation of the
entire text. Each short passage is followed by a highly readable
discussion with background information, useful explanations and
suggestions, and thoughts as to how the text can be relevant to our lives
today. A glossary is included at the back of the book. The series is
suitable for group study, personal study, or daily devotions.
Lent for Everyone: Mark, Year B - N. T. Wright 2012-01-20
Lent for Everyone: Mark, Year B provides readers with a gentle guide
through the Lenten season, from Ash Wednesday through the week after
Easter. Popular biblical scholar and author N. T. Wright provides his own
Scripture translation, brief reflection, and a prayer for each of the days
of the season, helping the reader ponder how the text is relevant to their
own life today. Suitable for both personal and group reflection, Wright's
guide through Lent will make the Bible--and the season--come alive in
inspiring new ways.
Luke for Everyone - Tom Wright 2001-01-19
Tom Wright's guide to Luke, which includes a wealth of information and
background detail, provides real insights for our understanding of the
story of Jesus and its implications for the reader. His clear style is
accessible to new readers of the Bible, as well as to those who are
further on. His exciting new translation brings to life, passage by
passage, the immediacy and drama of Luke's gospel.
How God Became King - Tom Wright 2012-04-12
It has been slowly dawning on me over many years that there is a
fundamental problem deep at the heart of Christian faith and practice as
I have known it... we have all forgotten what the four gospels are about.'
With this surprising and radical assertion, highly respected theologian
and former Bishop of Durham Tom Wright launches a groundbreaking
work sure to shake up and revolutionise much Christian thinking on the
very heart and meaning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Tom Wright leads
us, intelligently and graciously to seeing the new reality of the gospel
story; one that is so explosive that the church in many generations has
found it too much to take and so has watered it down rather than
allowing its full impact to be felt.
Philippians - N. T. Wright 2011-09-12
With a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart, N. T. Wright helps us learn
from Paul's writing in Phillippians the art of seeing God's purposes
working out through problems and difficulties, and deepen our own
confidence in God's power. Includes eight sessions for group or personal
study.
Advent for Everyone: A Journey with the Apostles - N.T. Wright
2017-10-13
Advent for Everyone: A Journey with the Apostles provides readers with
luke-for-everyone-nt-wright

an inspirational guide through the Advent season, from the first Sunday
in Advent through the Saturday after the Fourth Sunday in Advent.
Popular biblical scholar and author N. T. Wright provides his own
Scripture translation, brief reflection, and a prayer for each day of the
season, helping readers understand Advent in the wider context of God's
love. Wright's engaging and accessible writing and imagery help us see
Advent both in relation to the gospel message and in our own lives today.
Each Sunday's text uses the Mark passage from the Revised Common
Lectionary, with the rest of the week drawn from other passages in the
Gospel and the lectionary. This book is suitable for both individual and
group study and reflection.
Luke - N. T. Wright 2011-08-30
With a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart, N. T. Wright guides us
through the New Testament book of Luke, showing how we can
particpate in Luke?s story by making it real in our own world. Twenty-six
sessions for group or personal study.
Simply Christian - N. T. Wright 2010-02-09
Why is justice fair? Why are so many people pursuing spirituality? Why
do we crave relationship? And why is beauty so beautiful? N. T. Wright
argues that each of these questions takes us into the mystery of who God
is and what he wants from us. For two thousand years Christianity has
claimed to answer these mysteries, and this renowned biblical scholar
and Anglican bishop shows that it still does today. Like C. S. Lewis did in
his classic Mere Christianity, Wright makes the case for Christian faith
from the ground up, assuming that the reader is starting from ground
zero with no predisposition to and perhaps even some negativity toward
religion in general and Christianity in particular. His goal is to describe
Christianity in as simple and accessible, yet hopefully attractive and
exciting, a way as possible, both to say to outsides ÔYou might want to
look at this further,Ö and to say to insiders ÔYou may not have quite
understood this bit clearly yet.Ö
Mark for Everyone - N. T. Wright 2004-01-01
Enlarged print edition now available! Tom Wright's eye-opening
comments on the Gospel of Mark and what it might mean for us are
combined, passage-by-passage, with his fresh translation of the Bible
text. Making use of his true scholar's understanding, yet writing in an
approachable and anecdotal style, Wright captures the urgency and
excitement of Mark's Gospel in a way few writers have. Tom Wright has
undertaken a tremendous task: to provide guides to all the books of the
New Testament, and to include in them his own translation of the entire
text. Each short passage is followed by a highly readable discussion with
background information, useful explanations and suggestions, and
thoughts as to how the text can be relevant to our lives today. A glossary
is included at the back of the book. The series is suitable for group study,
personal study, or daily devotions.
Matthew for Everyone, Part 2 - N. T. Wright 2004-01-01
Enlarged print edition now available! Tom Wright's eye-opening
comments on the Gospel of Matthew and what it might mean for us are
combined, passage-by-passage, with his fresh translation of the Bible
text. Making use of his true scholar's understanding, yet writing in an
approachable and anecdotal style, Wright captures the urgency and
excitement of Matthew's Gospel in a way few writers have. Tom Wright
has undertaken a tremendous task: to provide guides to all the books of
the New Testament, and to include in them his own translation of the
entire text. Each short passage is followed by a highly readable
discussion with background information, useful explanations and
suggestions, and thoughts as to how the text can be relevant to our lives
today. A glossary is included at the back of the book. The series is
suitable for group study, personal study, or daily devotions.
Acts - N. T. Wright 2011-08-30
With a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart, N. T. Wright guides us
through the New Testament book of Acts, moving us from the world in
which it was lived into the world in which we must live it again. Twentyfour sessions for group or personal study.
Matthew for Everyone - Tom Wright 2014-03-20
Matthew for Everyone Part 1 - Tom Wright 2002-03-22
Tom Wright's eye-opening comments on the gospel and what it might
mean for us are combined, passage by passage, with his new translation
of the Bible text. Making use of his true scholar's understanding, yet
writing in an approachable and anecdotal style, Wright captures the
immediacy of Matthew's gospel in a way few writers have.
Paul - N. T. Wright 2008-10-28
Ranks the Apostle Paul as "one of the most powerful and seminal minds
of the first or any century," and argues that we can now sketch with
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confidence a new and more nuanced picture of Paul and the radical way
in which his encounter with Jesus redefined his life, his mission and his
expectations for a world made new in Christ. Reprint.
Acts for Everyone, Part Two - N. T. Wright 2008-02-14
Enlarged print edition now available! Writing in an accessable and
anecdotal style, Tom Wright helps us to approach the rich and manysided story of the book of Acts. Wright shows how the book builds on
Luke's Gospel, laying out the continuing work and teaching of the now
risen and ascended Jesus in the power of the Spirit. His writing captures
the vivid way in which Luke's work draws us all into he story, while
leaving the ending open and challenging, inviting Christians today to
pick up and carry on the story as we in turn live our lives in the service
of Jesus. Tom Wright has undertaken a tremendous task: to provide
guides to all the books of the New Testament and to include in them his
own translation of the entire text. Each short passage is followed by a
highly readable discussion with background information, useful
explanations and suggestions, and thoughts as to how the text can be
relevant to our lives today. A glossary is included at the back of the book.
The series is suitable for group study, personal study, or daily devotions.
John - N. T. Wright 2011-08-30
With a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart, N. T. Wright helps us
discover the clues John gives in his gospel that we might see even more
clearly the reality of who Jesus is, the new creation he inaugurates and
the difference that all makes. Includes 26 sessions for group or personal
study.
The Gospel of Our King - Bruce Riley Ashford 2019-04-16
This accessible overview shows how the Bible--with its 66 books, dozens
of authors, and multiple genres--comes together to provide an
overarching story about God the King and explains how the Christian
gospel and mission address the totality of human life. Written by a
biblical scholar and a theologian, The Gospel of Our King shows how any
account of gospel and mission can only be understood in light of the
whole biblical testimony. The authors help us understand the Bible's
overarching narrative as the story that encompasses everything. This
story, revealed by God and centered on Jesus the King, enables us to
know and love God and to fulfill his purpose for our lives. It is the
framework within which we come to understand the Christian worldview,
the Christian gospel, and the Christian mission. When we understand
how the whole Bible fits together to shape the totality of a Christian's
life, we will be prepared to show the goodness of Christ and the gospel to
others in our personal, social, cultural, and global contexts.
The New Testament for Everyone - 2011-09-22
The text of the New Testament, drawn from the New Testament for
Everyone series, fully integrated to smooth joins between sections and
provide a level of internal consistency, for example in how individual
Greek terms are rendered. The translation is an accurate rendering of
the Greek original, which is the product of a single mind (whose thought
has developed over time) rather than a committee. It also represents
Tom Wright's view of the New Testament, something that has helped to
shape his theology.
Luke for Everyone - N. T. Wright 2004-01-01
Tom Wright's guide to Luke, which includes a wealth of information and
background detail, provides real insights for our understanding of the
story of Jesus and its implications for the reader. His clear style is
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accessible for new readers of the Bible, as well as to those who are
further on. His exciting new translation of the biblical text brings to life,
passage by passage, the immediacy and drama of Luke's Gospel. . Tom
Wright has undertaken a tremendous task: to provide guides to all the
books of the New Testament, and to include in them his own translation
of the entire text. Each short passage is followed by a highly readable
discussion with background information, useful explanations and
suggestions, and thoughts as to how the text can be relevant to our lives
today. A glossary is included at the back of the book. The series is
suitable for group study, personal study, or daily devotions.
Twelve Months of Sundays - N. T. Wright 2012-10
"Drawn from his hugely popular columns in the British Church Times,
and with new unpublished material, N.T. Wright's Twelve Months of
Sundays weaves together scholarship, history, and fresh insights into the
world and language of the Bible to add richness and a deeper
understanding to the lectionary readings. Covering all the Sundays and
major festivals for years A, B, and C in the lectionary cycle, this core
resource by the renowned Anglican church leader, author, and scholar
offers a brief commentary and reflection for each reading. Each section
cites the lectionary references and offers a starting point for
understanding the texts, drawing out points of connection between them.
This book can be particularly useful in preparation for Sunday worship,
for sermon preparation, or by anyone who wants regular and
straightforward Bible study throughout the year."--Back cover.
The Resurrection of the Son of God - Nicholas Thomas Wright 2003
Why did Christianity begin, and why did it take the shape it did? To
answer this question -- which any historian must face -- renowned New
Testament scholar N. T. Wright focuses on the key points: what precisely
happened at Easter? What did the early Christians mean when they said
that Jesus of Nazareth had been raised from the dead? What can be said
today about this belief? This book, third in Wright's series Christian
Origins and the Question of God, sketches a map of ancient beliefs about
life after death, in both the Greco-Roman and Jewish worlds. It then
highlights the fact that the early Christians' belief about the afterlife
belonged firmly on the Jewish spectrum, while introducing several new
mutations and sharper definitions. This, together with other features of
early Christianity, forces the historian to read the Easter narratives in
the gospels, not simply as late rationalizations of early Christian
spirituality, but as accounts of two actual events: the empty tomb of
Jesus and his "appearances." How do we explain these phenomena? The
early Christians' answer was that Jesus had indeed been bodily raised
from the dead; that was why they hailed him as the messianic "son of
God." No modern historian has come up with a more convincing
explanation. Facing this question, we are confronted to this day with the
most central issues of the Christian worldview and theology.
Romans - N. T. Wright 2011-08-30
With a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart, Tom Wright walks you
through Romans in this guide designed especially with everyday readers
in mind. Perfect for group use or daily personal reflection, this study
uses the popular inductive method combined with Wright's thoughtful
insights to bring contemporary application of Scripture to life.
John - John Calvin 1994
This Crossway Classic Commentary encapsulates the basics of the faith,
including Christ's nature and the profound meaning of his presence and
work on earth.
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